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GEORGIE DOESN’T SEEK OUT TROUBLE,  

IT JUST FINDS HER ON ITS OWN! 

But being at war with her pompous family and the struggles 

Georgie faces with her Catholic upbringing and nun-nemesis 

Sister Catherine, means there is no choice except rebellion... 

With her BFF Troy and loyal pooch Chocky as her only allies, 

Georgie wields her sarcasm like a weapon in her battles as a 

young misfit in the upper-class suburbs of Melbourne. 

Forever daring and rebellious, where Georgie goes,  

mischief is never far… 

www.shawlinepublishing.com.au 

Kat has worked as a freelance writer 
and fan-girl-ed when interviewing 
Suzi Quatro and Kate Moennig for 
magazines. She also became an 
accomplished musician and story-
telling songwriter and more recently, 
an early childhood educator.  
 
In between completing her Advanced 
Diploma in Professional Writing and 
Editing, she started her debut novel 
Georgie which took an unfathomable 
number of years to complete and just 
like many of Kat’s favourite movies, 
there will be a sequel. 
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AN INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR 

WHAT WAS YOUR DRIVING FORCE FOR WRITING GEORGIE? 

The story of Georgie is loosely based around experiences from my 

own life, including the setting of the Catholic girl school. There are 

characters included who are based on some of the real people from 

my life (with names changed of course) while also having a mix of 

made up characters. This meant that there were some particularly 

hard scenes to write as a lot of the events came from my personal 

experience. For example, writing the scenes about the loss of 

Georgie’s brother was more difficult as I had to reflect a lot on my 

own personal loss of my brother, as well as a number of other 

experiences within the book.  

I wanted to target those very real experiences that teenagers still are 

going through and that many adults will remember having gone 

through.  
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